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LYDIA GIFFORD 
Drawn  
20 June – 2 November 2014 
 
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead presents an entirely new body of work 
by Lydia Gifford (born Cheltenham, 1979) produced for BALTIC’s ground floor gallery 
space. Drawn will be Gifford’s first solo exhibition in a UK institution. Exploring her ongoing 
concern with the language of painting and the balance between painting and object, the 
exhibition will be a choreographed series of encounters, gestures and conversations. 
 
Known for works that are situated on the boundaries of completion, Gifford’s practice grows 
from an activity of application, removal, insertion, incision, placement and replacement.  
The processes of painting and the nuances of memory are central to Gifford’s work, both in 
the recollection of a context and the handling and movement of paint as a residue of 
thought. Gifford’s work also often engages directly with the exhibition site: marks made to 
the surface of a work may also be made to the wall and works previously realised in the 
studio. 
 
Gifford’s works engage with each other and dance in palpable rhythm; there is a raw 
physicality in the works, which are all made within the artist’s own dimensions. While large-
scale paintings take on the weight of a human figure, they stand silent witness to smaller 
works that take on human gestures. Lap 2014, for example, takes its title from a temporary 
bodily space, a place of potential interaction suggested by the work as it curves gently from 
the wall as if yielding to another’s embrace. 
 
Gifford’s humming yellows and fleshy pinks are reminiscent of the artist Philip Guston’s 
paintings of armpits, elbows and knuckles. The surfaces are important – some bound, some 
folded, others layered with paint taking on a skin-like translucency which, on close 
examination, reveals a complex working and reworking. There is a literal and metaphorical 
tension in the work between structure and surfaces, between interior and exterior. Yet, there 
is lightness too, a pliability that Gifford seeks to borrow from drawing into working with 
materials such as wood and paint. 
 

END 

For further information, interview requests and images please contact Chloë Barker, BALTIC 

Media Relations Executive T: 0191 440 4915 E: chloeb@balticmill.com 

LYDIA GIFFORD was born in Cheltenham in 1979 and lives and works in London. 

SELECTED SOLO EXHIBITIONS: Siding, KunsthausBaselland, Basel 2013; The 
Neighbour, Laura Bartlett Gallery, London; Midday, David Roberts Art Foundation, London; 
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Distances, Galerie Micky Schubert, Berlin 2012; Its Hurtling Gold, Laura Bartlett Gallery, 
London; Lydia Gifford, Art Statements, Art Basel 42, Basel; Brackets, MarcelleAlix, Paris, 
November 2010; Lydia Gifford, Laura Bartlett Gallery, London 2008. 
 
NOTES TO EDITORS 
BALTIC is a major international centre for contemporary art situated on the south bank of the 
River Tyne in Gateshead, England. BALTIC presents a constantly changing, distinctive and 
ambitious programme of exhibitions and events, and is a world leader in the presentation, 
commissioning and communication of contemporary visual art. BALTIC has welcomed over 
5 million visitors, since opening to the public in July 2002. 
 
GALLERY INFORMATION: 
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art      Admission: FREE  
Gateshead Quays                                    
South Shore Road                    Opening hours:                 
Gateshead                            Monday – Sunday 10.00-18.00 
NE8 3BA             Except Tuesdays 10.30-18.00 
UK        
                                                                  balticmill.com                   
Tel: +44 (0) 191 478 1810   
Fax: +44 (0) 191 478 1922     
Email: info@balticmill.com     
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